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Invoking Distraction in the World-Famous Library: Creating
Multnomahs International Sister-in-Law Provocation Through

Robert Leveretts Babies
Abdur-rehmaan Gursees

Abstract—This paper explores the concept of invoking distraction in the
world-famous library, specifically through the creation of Multnomahs Inter-
national Sister-in-Law Provocation (MISIP) using Robert Leverett’s babies.
Leverett’s babies are a set of sculptures that have been known to cause a
stir and generate discussion wherever they are displayed. By strategically
placing these sculptures in the library, the aim is to create a sense of
curiosity and provoke visitors to engage with their surroundings in new and
unexpected ways. The paper outlines the theoretical framework behind the
use of distraction as a tool for engagement and presents a case study of the
implementation of MISIP in the library. The results of the study show that
MISIP was successful in generating interest and discussion among library
visitors, leading to increased engagement with the library’s resources and
services. The paper concludes with a discussion on the implications of using
distraction as a tool for engagement in public spaces, and the potential for
further research in this area.

Keywords- headquarters, decision, boonton, applications, activities, around,
uninjured, session, completing, grapefruit
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